
Venue, location, accomodation 

The conference will take place at INSA Centre Val de Loire, Blois campus: 

3 rue de la Chocolaterie, 41000 Blois, France 

Tél. : +33 (0)2 54 55 84 00 

Contact 

jnrse-2019@sciencesconf.org 

https://jnrse-2019.sciencesconf.org/ 

Blois is a city on a human scale, 
with 50,000 inhabitants (92,000 in 
the urban area). Glorying in an 
outstanding natural and architectu-
ral environment along the banks of 
the Loire, the city of Blois is split by 
the river, setting it right in the heart 
of the area that has boasted the 
Unesco World Heritage "Cultural 
landscape" label for ten years now. 

 

Blois is served by the train and the 
A10 Highway.  

A number of hotels are available in 
or near the downtown, near the 
conference venue and near the 
Blois-Chambord train station. 

 Abstract submission deadline April, 15th, 2019 

 Notification to authors April, 24th, 2019 

 Conference dates May, 23rd-24th, 2019 

JNRSE 2019 

Blois, May 23-24, 2019 

9th National Days on Energy Harvesting and Storage 

https://jnrse-2019.sciencesconf.org/ 

Confirmed invited speakers: 

• Armin Feldhoff, Institute of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry, 
Leibnitz Universität Hannover, Germany 

• Jean-François Robillard, IEMN, Lille, France 

• Anne Labouret, SOLEMS S.A., Palaiseau, France 

• Henrik Zessin, Fraunhofer-IIS, Nürnberg, Germany 

• Raphaël Salot, CEA-LETI, Grenoble, France 

• Yang Bai, Microelectronics Research Unit, Univ. of Oulu, Finland 

• Mario Urso, CNR-IMM & Univ. of Catania, Italy  

• Chris Bowen, Univ. of Bath, UK 



Topics include, but are not limited to: 

⇒ Materials and systems for energy conversion and storage 
⇒ Fabrication and integration 
⇒ Innovative concepts for ambient energy conversion 
⇒ Electronic interfaces for energy extraction and management 
⇒ Micro- and nano-generators 
⇒ Microbatteries and supercapacitors 
⇒ Energy transmission 
⇒ Wireless autonomous devices and sensor networks 

We are delighted to announce the next conference « Journées Nationales sur la 
Récupération et le Stockage d’Energie » (JNRSE – « National Days on Energy 
Harvesting and Storage »), which will be held in Blois, jointly organized by GRE-
MAN laboratory and INSA-Centre Val de Loire, May, 23rd-24th, 2019. 
 
The aim of this conference is to bring together researchers working on energy 
conversion, harvesting and storage, especially at small scale, as well as the design 
of complete self-powered devices. Young researchers, PhD students and post-
doctoral fellows, will have the opportunity to to present their works through oral 
presentations or posters. Moreover, invited talks from renowned French and inter-
national researchers will complete the program of the conference (all the presenta-
tions will be in English). The emergence of new collaborations, or the reinforce-
ment of existing ones, between academia and/or industry is also one of the objec-
tives of this conference. 

About the conference: 

Program committee: 

Adrien BADEL, SYMME, Annecy 
Philippe BASSET, ESIEE, Paris 
Skandar BASROUR, TIMA, Grenoble 
Noureddine BOUHADDI, FEMTO-ST, 

Besançon 
Hélène DEBEDA, IMS, Bordeaux 
Jean-Marie DILHAC, LAAS, Toulouse 
Mickaël LALLART, LGEF INSA-Lyon 
Elie LEFEUVRE, C2N, Paris 

Local committee: 

Guylaine POULIN-VITTRANT 
Maxime BAVENCOFFE 
Géraldine PATTIER 
Thomas DEFFORGE 
Fabien GIOVANNELLI 
Kevin NADAUD 

Organizers & Committees 

Prizes 

In order to praise PhD students and post-doctoral fellows' work, two prizes will be 
decerned: a prize for the best oral presentation and a prize for the best poster 
presentation. The winners will be selected by a committee composed of the con-
ference organizers and of the invited speakers, who will evaluate both the presen-
tations and the related manuscripts.  

Registration fees 

 

• Conference fees include the conference, poster session and exhibition access, 
proceeding, coffee breaks, Thursday and Friday lunches. 

• The industrial booth fee is in addition to the attendance fee. 
• For organization reason, PhD students and post-doc presenting a paper 

should do their registration as well, even if it is free. 
• The online registration is mandatory for every attendant. 

 
Early registration fees 

(before May 8th) 
Late registration fees 

(after May 8th) 

PhD or postdoc 
fellow presenting 
an oral or a poster 

Free Free 

Participant 100 € TTC 120 € TTC 

Industrial booth 150 € TTC 200 € TTC 

Manuscripts, oral and poster presentations 

• The length for manuscript contributions is limited to 2 pages. Please follow 
the guidelines in terms of page format and font by using the template available 
on the conference website. 

• Once the manuscript accepted, the author will be informed on whether the 
presentation will be oral or poster. 

• Hanging panels will be provided. The ensured dimensions for hanging is A0 
format. For other dimensions, please plan a solution for hanging your poster. 

• Regular talk duration is fixed to 15 minutes of presentation followed by 5 
minutes for questions, and invited talk to 30 minutes of presentation and 10 
minutes for questions. 


